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Atlas Economic Research Foundation helps to create and develop independent public policy research organizations
internationally by providing intellectual entrepreneurs with advice, financial support, workshops, and access to a
network of leaders who share a commitment to achieving a free society.

Atlas encourages financial, intellectual, and political independence, Classified as a tax-exempt entity under
$501(c)(3) of the United States Internal Revenue Code, it relies upon voluntary contributions from private
corporations, foundations, and individuals to continue its work.

Mission and PersDective
The Atlas Tradition
Atlas International Workshoos
Sir Antony Fisher International klemorial Awards
StafW'and Fellows
Ifiphlights - Atlas's occasional newsletter
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Welcome to the official homepage of the Institute for Humane Studies

IHS is an independent center promoting the advanced study of liberty across a broad range of academic and
professional disciplines. IHS is firmly grounded in the principles of the classical liberal tradition, which include the
recognition of inalienable individual rights and the dignity and worth of each individual; protection of those rights
through the institutions of private property, contract, and the rule of law, and through freely evolved intermediary
institutions; and the ideal of voluntarism in all human relations, including the unhampered market mechanism in
economic affairs and the goals of free trade, free migration, and peace.
In 1994/95 the IHS awarded over $400,000 in scholarships to 65 students from universities around the world. IHS
also sponsored the attendance ofnearly 300 students from 19 countries at the summer seminar series. For over 30
years IHS has supported and helped the development of talented students with a commitment to liberty.
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Guide to Classical Liberal Scholarship
Humane Studies Review
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For firrther information, Email the Institute at:ihs&mu. edir

THE ATLAS TRADITION
Atlas Economic Research Foundation’sfounder, Sir Antony Fisher (1915-1988), devoted his life to liberty and the
free society, Seriously concerned about the popularity of socialism and collectivism after World War 11, and highly
motivated by F.A. Hayek’s Road to Serfdom, he founded the market-oriented Institute of Economic AEairs (London)
in 1955.
The success of the IEA in influencing public opinion in Britain was evident by the early 1970s, prompting Fisher to
help create five more institutes in North America during that decade -- each guided by the belief that social problems
can be solved efficiently and humanely when institutions are organized with respect for individual liberty and private
property.
Requests for help and advice increased steadily, prompting Fisher to establish Atlas in 1981 to assist in institute
creation and development. His commitment and motivation continued until his death in 1988. By that time, the Atlas
network included more than 40 institutes in Canada, the United States, Latin America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.
Fisher‘s devotion and achievements did not go unrecognized. For his defense of freedom and dedication to liberty and
the free society, Queen Elizabeth I1 knighted Antony Fisher in 1988. Only weeks after receiving this great honor, Sir
Antony passed away.
The Atlas staff has maintained the tradition established by Sir Antony. The Atlas network now includes more than
100 institutes, each working to promote peacehl intellectual change towards a better understanding of the free
society by presenting the ideas of a free society in authoritative publications, seminars, conferences, and other public
forms.
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MISSION AND PERSPECTIVE
Incorporated in 1981, the Atlas Economic Research Foundation helps to create, develop, advise, and support
independent public policy research institutes internationally. Atlas serves institutes by offering advice and referrals,
financial assistance, informational workshop programs, and access to an international network of leaders and scholars
who share the common goal of promoting a free society.
Each institute that Atlas works with is an independent organization supported by voluntary private contributions
Free of vested interests and government influences, the institutes can conduct unbiased research and maintain
principled positions, even on highly controversial issues. In each of its programs and projects, Atlas encourages
financial, intellectual, and political independence.
Classified as a nonprofit, tax-exempt entity under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, Atlas relies on
contributions from private foundations, corporations, and individuals that share a commitment to the future of the
free society.
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Board Members

President
S.Fred Singer, PhD
Board of Directors
Frederick Seitz, Ph.D., Chmn.
Charles Gelman, M.S. (Public Health)
David L. Hill, Ph.D.
S. Fred Singer, Ph.D.
Board of Science Advisors
Bruce N. d e s , Ph.D.
Department of Biochemistry,
University of California, Berkeley
Martin Apple, Ph.D.
Council of Scientific Society
Prestidents, Washington, D. C.
C.J.F.Bottcher, Ph.D.
Global Institutefor the Study of Natural Resources,
The Hague
Tor Ragnar Gerholm, Ph.D.
Department of Phy&Yics,
University of Stockholm
Michael J. Higatsberger, Ph.D.
Institute of Experimental Physics,
University of Vienna
Henry R. Linden, Ph.D.
Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago
Sir William Mitchell, Ph.D.
Clarendon Laboratory,
University of Oxford
William A. Nierenber, Ph.D.
Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
La Jolla, CA
Mice1 Saloon, N.D.
International Centrefor
Scientific Ecology, Paris
Chauncey Star, Ph.D.
Electric Power Research Institute,
Palo Alto. CA

